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Abstract. Because of environmental risks, the transportation of waste
materials within the EU is highly regulated through a system of permits. Depending on the waste category, stricter regulations apply. As
such, there is an incentive to detect incorrect waste category labeling
not only as a form of fraud but also as a result of human error. In this
study, we propose a method to automatically find these wrongly categorized permits. In a dataset with millions of permits, we approach this
problem in a special outlier detection scenario. By proposing so-called
supervised category models, we model each category in contrast to all
others categories in a supervised way. Anomalies for each category stand
out as the lowest scoring data points according to the fitted model. Moreover, we propose and compare several transaction aggregation methods
for modeling. We present a visualization to recognize the potential permit category errors. Ultimately, our work aims to discriminate between
regular and non-regular behavior within waste transports. This paves the
way for novel approaches to be developed and applied, as to make the
tasks of domain experts more efficient and data-driven.
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Introduction

Governmental bodies commit to ensuring citizen safety, security, and trust, relying on both technology and their employees. One of such agencies is the Human
Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT). The ILT is the supervisor of
the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management of the Netherlands. It
monitors and enforces compliance with both national and European legislation
and regulations in favour of a safe and sustainable human environment, safe and
sustainable transport, while maintaining confidence in housing associations. Human resources are scarce and limited to biological constraints: unlike a machine,
people cannot perform their job responsibilities for an indefinite continuous period of time whilst maintaining their performance [1]. Therefore, these agencies
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need to wisely choose how to allocate their limited assets to maximize impact.
With the ever-growing rate of data generation, manual labour is simply not
appropriate or even feasible to make valid assessments on each received waste
permit. Thus, the ILT recognized the need for data science as a paramount tool
for the integration of data-driven approaches into their domain of expertise.
Specifically, we focus on one of the enforcement points of this organization:
waste transportation events. The Waste Shipment Regulation (WSR) comprises
the legislation that companies must follow to transport waste(s) through a EU
member state. The legislation requires that a company wanting to transfer waste
must report it in advance. The report consists of relevant information such as
the type of waste being transferred, its origin and location regarding country and
place, and the companies related to the transaction, the total amount of waste.
The report must be then sent to and processed by the ILT. In addition to the
aforementioned report, companies must either make a deposit or obtain a bank
guarantee to prove that they can bear all risks associated with each specific waste
transfer. Since certain waste types have less stringent regulations than others
as well as different deposit fees, some companies might intentionally mislabel
their waste. By mislabeling types of waste and not abiding by the stipulated
legislation, negative environmental impacts may occur such as the contamination
of soil and bodies of water which, in turn, deteriorate the health and safety
of the general populace. It is imperative to find these potentially mislabelings
automatically. Hence we propose a novel method of anomaly detection applied
to this domain with the aim of aiding the inspectors in targeting anomalous
notifications.
Each permit consists of a sequence of transport events. Risks can be established per permit or per transport. Data will be processed in two distinct
manners: transport and permit. For the permit outlier model we propose three
transport aggregation schemes. Our anomaly detection proposal consists of creating a predictive model for each waste type that, given training data, learns
to perform classification of its associated waste category. We focus on the individual decision probabilities (scores) each model yielded with regards to each
data point. Generically, this approach intends to discriminate between regular
and non-regular behaviour of data with regards to its category or class. Since
we have the ground truth of waste category for each data point, we propose the
lowest scoring points to be most probable anomalies.
The next section regards previous work performed in the fields of outlier
and anomaly detection, regarding also data quality. The third section will focus on describing the data provided by the ILT. The following section details
our methodology, followed by the experimental results. Lastly, we discuss and
conclude our findings while additionally proposing improvements to both our
approach as well as its application in the real world.
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Related Work

Here, we discuss related work on outlier detection. An outlier is an observation
within some data sample which strongly deviates from other observations such
that it is possible to conjecture that it was generated under different conditions [2]. Identifying outliers has proven to be of great significance [3, 4]. Furthermore, the concept of outlier detection is intrinsically related to data quality
assurance [5–7]. In this manner, detected outliers are not simply regarded isolated data points within some feature space. They represent, in fact, errors in
data or mislabels as shown in Fig. 1. The following subsections depict unsupervised and supervised approaches to outlier detection, respectively.
2.1

Unsupervised Outlier Detection

Unsupervised outlier detection techniques have been a focal aspect of computational research, initially following the notion of outliers as objects for which
a large proportion of the data lies beyond a fixed euclidean distance threshold [8]. Commonly, variations of this distance-based approach are grounded on
the distance to the k th-nearest neighbor (k NN distance) [9], or on a collection
of the distances to each k nearest neighbor (k NNs) [10]. Simply put, outliers
are determined as data points having the largest k NN distances. Distance-based
methods have similar problems to distance-based classifiers: all features are considered equally important and noisy features can overshadow significant ones.
Moreover, it is impractical to measure distances between categorical variables.

Fig. 1. Anomaly distinctions. Representation of a multi-category scenario depicting
the conceptual distinction between outlier and mislabel.
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Supervised Outlier Detection

Supervised approaches to outlier detection require previously established labels
defining what is an inlier. When such information is available, it is possible
to train a classifier data with the purpose of learning to distinguish between
inliers and outliers [11]. One dominant problem that must be addressed within
this special case of classification problems is class imbalance [12]. Since outliers
are defined as rare instances in the data, the distribution between normal and
abnormal classes is very skewed. The implication of this is that the optimization
of classification accuracy is probably not meaningful, as usually misclassifying
outliers is more detrimental than misclassifying inliers. Our data does not have
such labels. Hence, this kind of straightforward approach would not be feasible.

3

Data and Preprocessing

In this section, we describe the data provided to us by the ILT as well as the preprocessing steps taken to make our approach possible. We start by characterizing
the data generation process and its features, and later dive into its subsequent
manipulation.
3.1

Data Characteristics

Prior to transporting waste materials within the EU, companies must request
a licence permit. The permit request contains information about the amount of
waste being transported, as well as the number of actual transports of waste,
waste category, names of companies involved, etc. The ILT receives these permits
requests and stores them for inspection. In this work, we utilize data collected
Table 1. Feature characterization.
Feature
Date
Type
Client
Origin
Border
Request
Purpose
Tonnage
Processor
Transport
Waste code
Destination
Licence code
Client location
Processor location

Description
Timestamp of notification
Direction of a transaction
Name of sending company
Country of sending company
Location of transporter border crossing
Total tonnage requested per unique permit
Objective of waste transport
Tonnage of single waste transportation event
Name of receiving company
Infrastructure used for transportation
European Waste List code (1–20; target)
Country of receiving company
Unique identifier of a licence permit
Place of sending company within its country
Place of receiving company within its country

Example
2009-01-13
Import
Some Company A
Australia
Port of Rotterdam
150.0
Useful application
24.25
Some Company B
Road
16
Netherlands
AA000001
Langenhagen
Dordrecht
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Table 2. Waste code characterization.
Code
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Waste category
Exploration, mining, quarrying, physical and chemical treatment of minerals
Agriculture, horticulture, aquaculture, forestry, hunting, fishing, food
Wood processing and production of panels, furniture, pulp, paper, cardboard
Leather, fur and textile industries
Petroleum refining, natural gas purification and pyrolytic treatment of coal
Inorganic chemical processes
Organic chemical processes
Coatings (paint, varnish, vitreous enamel), adhesives, sealants, printing inks
Photographic industry
Thermal processes
Chemical surface treatment, coating of metals and other materials
Shaping, physical and mechanical surface treatment of metals and plastics
Oil wastes and wastes of liquid fuels (except edible oils, 05 and 12)
Organic solvents, refrigerants and propellants (except 07 and 08)
Waste packaging
Unspecified (not otherwise specified in the list)
Construction and demolition
Human or animal health care and/or related research
Waste management facilities
Municipal wastes including separately collected fractions

by the ILT between the years of 2009 and 2015. Within such data, each row
represents an individual waste movement. In every entry, a waste code reflecting
its category is present. Moreover, several waste movements can be linked to
a unique licence permit identifier. This collection of rows represents a permit
request. An exhaustive list of variable names and descriptions can be found in
Table 1. Waste category definitions are shown in Table 2.
3.2

Preprocessing

These requests are human-generated, which leads to issues related to the quality of data and its usability. The major concern is related to entity resolution,
where different identifiers exist related to the same entity. As an example, let us
consider the hypothetical Client value ”Some Company A”. Within the raw
dataset, different spellings of this company name can be witnessed such as
”some company A”, ”som comp a”, or ”some company A inc.”. To appropriately consider different values as being representative of the same real world
concept (i.e., a name of a country, place, or entity), an equality metric must
deployed to compare them. Typically, the Levenshtein method is used [15]. By
setting a threshold on how similar a pair of strings should be as to be considered
the same, this metric provides a semi-automated approach to deal with entity
resolution. Every subset of a pair of values at least 80% similar is highlighted
for merging. This threshold was selected based on the number of matches presented. Since the scale of our dataset allowed for it, we could manually validate
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the suggested entity pairs. Using lower threshold values proved to be impractical
as too many matches that did not represent the same entity were presented (even
with the scale of our dataset). The initial entity list of size 2379 was reduced to
2056 (13.58% decrease). Because most of our features are categorical, dummy
variables were produced in such cases to make use of them in our task.

4

Approach

Here we describe our methodology. The first two subsections relate directly to our
aggregation approach with regards to transports and permits, and the strategies
used to do so. Following, we characterize our conceptual approach as well as the
steps required to implement it.
4.1

Aggregation

An important aspect of data processing that is the fulcrum of our experimental
setup is data aggregation. A licence permit is a collection of transports (rows
in the original dataset): a company issuing such a licence must indicate which
individual waste transports will occur. Data is, therefore, generated in bulks of
rows pertaining to the same licence identifier. Given this real-world scenario, it
makes sense to handle data not only as individual transport level but also at
the collective permit level. In this manner, each row refers to a licence permit.
Therefore, we deal with two datasets: transports and permits.
With the exclusion of Date and Tonnage, all other attributes are the same
for rows referring to a licence permit. In other words, all original rows with
the licence identifier ”AA000001” have the same company names, locations,
etc. Accordingly, to collapse towards a permit, only Date and Tonnage need to
be aggregated. With regards to aggregation, a new column Num transports is
generated, indicating the total number of transports. Furthermore, the timespan

Fig. 2. Relative frequency of each waste category per dataset.
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of the licence permit is registered as the difference in days between the first and
last dates of the permit — Duration.
Aggregating transports into permits alters the relative frequency of each
waste category from the transport dataset to the permit dataset as seen in
Fig. 2. By viewing the aforementioned figure, strong class imbalance is clearly
visible. Making use of aggregation techniques, such imbalance is attenuated; for
example, the overall relative frequency of waste category 19 diminished from
over 0.5 to under 0.3; except for classes 02, 03, 04, 19, and 20, all other category
frequency values rose).
4.2

Binning

We want to capture as much information as possible when aggregating transports
into permits. Common approaches to this issue involve computing the mean
and variance of values being collapsed, as well as recording their minimum and
maximum values [16]. In this manner, however, the global distribution of the
feature being aggregated is not encoded and information is lost.
For Tonnage, a new column is created representing the sum of tonnage values of a permit; additionally, several new columns are generated representing
different tonnage intervals. These intervals (or bins) are computed in 3 distinct
methods: linear spacing , logarithmic spacing, and equal-frequency spacing. For
every method, we first take all Tonnage values within the transport dataset.
We create cut-off points depending on the method being applied. Linear and
logarithmic methods create linear and logarithmic cut-off points, respectively.
Equal-frequency binning creates cut-off points such that all bins have equal proportion. Cut-off points were calculated using the whole transports data base.
For a set of intervals, relative frequencies are attributed according to the original values being aggregated into a permit summing up to one. Hence, we have
successfully encoded the distribution of this feature.

Fig. 3. Binning methods concept. Every method has the same number of bins. Cut-off
points are represented by dashed lines.
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Permit
AA000001
AA000001
AA000001
AA000001

Jan
0

Date
30-11-2012
30-11-2012
1-12-2012
2-12-2012

Feb
0

Mar
0

Mon
0

Apr
0

May
0

Jun
0

Tue
0

Jul
0

Wed
0

Aug
0

Thu
0

Sep
0

Fri
0.5

Oct
0

Sat
0.25

Nov
0.5

Sun
0.25

Dec
0.5

Fig. 4. Binning concept of Date feature. In this case, a permit is a collection of four
transports: two transports in November (both on a Friday) and two in December (one
on a Saturday and the other on a Sunday).

To aggregate Date values, we propose a binning approach where months
and days of the week when transports occurred are encoded. In this sense, we
will have a relative frequency distribution of the permit-related transports. The
sum of values attributed to months must be one, as with days of the week. An
example of this approach can be regarded in Fig. 4 where a set of hypothetical
transports are aggregated into a single permit.

4.3

Supervised Category Models

As our work strives on the notion of an anomaly as an outlying data point
specifically with respect to category comparison (mislabeling), an unsupervised
approach would not satisfy our needs. In other words, our goal is to find mislabels
within data, not outliers in a broad sense. Recalling Fig. 1, an unsupervised
outlier detection model would most likely output all annotated (”Outlier” and
”Mislabel) points as outliers with respect to category A. We aim to discriminate,
however, only the entries marked as ”Mislabel”: data instances with feature
values that are more similar to some category other than the one their label
suggests. Hence, we are not simply interested in distance-based output.
We engage this problem in a supervised manner where we model waste categories in a one-versus-rest approach and assess how likely a data point is to
pertain to its category in relation to all others. In this sense, the lowest scoring
permit or transport with regards to its labeled waste category is regarded as
most probable anomaly related to data consistency (mislabel) (Fig. 5). Thus,
we define an category-specific anomaly/mislabel as an outlying data point with
regards to other classes. The following step is to regard the scores attributed
to data points belonging to the category being modeled (Fig. 6). The lowest
predictive values are regarded as most probable anomalies with regards to waste
category and are marked as possible mislabels for inspection by domain experts.
Note that these mislabels may be indicative of not only poorly categorized waste
entries, but also input errors with respect to other variables.
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Fig. 5. Model fitting with regards to category A in a one-versus-rest approach. The
dashed line represents the decision boundary of this hypothetical scenario.

Fig. 6. Prediction scores of hypothetical data points belonging to category A after
model fitting. The two leftmost points correspond to the previously annotated mislabels. Gaussian noise was added to the vertical axis for display purposes.

4.4

Implementation

Both transport and permit datasets are treated identically in terms of our classification approach. However, the permits dataset is unfolded into three subsets:
one for each Tonnage binning methods. A total of four datasets were processed:
transports, permits with linear binning, permits with logarithmic binning, and
permits with equal-frequency binning. We implemented a scalable tree boosting
classifier approach (XGBoost [17]) due to its competitive performance in various
application domains [18–20] and, specifically in our case, its capability of handling mixed data appropriately [21]. The default XGBClassifier hyperparameter
settings (https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/python/python api.html ) were
used.
For every dataset, each waste category is fitted using the entire set of rows
(no cross validation). The resulting fitted scores of data points with regards to
its waste category are stored. We additionally performed 10-fold stratified crossvalidation to assess classifier performance in every dataset, for each waste cat-
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egory. Scores are then converted to estimated probabilities (logistic regression)
and for each waste category-dataset pair. Finally, performance metrics are computed by using all 10-folds simultaneously; i.e., the 10-fold outputs are merged
into one list prior to computation. This is done to deal with the issue of low
frequency categories: for example, class 01 (n = 22) would produce unreliable
performance sampling if divided into 10 subsets of approximately n = 2 each.
Given that our notion of anomaly is rooted on the concept of class comparison, better performance directly correlates to a higher confidence regarding
anomaly ranking. That is, should a given model perform well, indicating it does
a good job at distinguishing a particular class, then the resulting predictions
with lowest output probability can be considered as most probable anomalies of
that class. Should a classifier perform poorly then the resulting output scores
become less reliable, as the classifier is not able to properly model its class. The
performance measures used were the area under the ROC curve [22], and average
precision due to class imbalance [23]. Also due to class imbalance, discrepancies
between ROC AUC and average precision values are to be expected. For the
three distinct aggregation methods, the datasets with highest performance per
waste category were selected.

5

Results

In our experimental setup, we have four datasets. One dataset being related to
transports as rows, and the remaining three relating to permits with different
binning approaches (linear, logarithmic, and equal-frequency). For each dataset,
we computed performance metrics per waste category as detailed in the previous section. Our aim is to regard these metrics as indicators of performance
for the different aggregation methods, while also comparing them to the nonaggregated dataset. Ultimately, the classification scores per waste category are
to be regarded as indicators of abnormality within the data.
We present firstly classifier performances output from the one-versus-rest 10fold cross-validations (Table 3 and Table 4). Performance is quantified in terms
of average precision and area under the ROC curve, per transport and permit
datasets. Recall that values were obtained with one single run of performance
metric computation, where each set of 10 folds was used merged. Hence, no
values of category-specific standard deviation are present.
Both logarithmic and equal-frequency binning methods exhibited similar results (difference in metrics ≤ 0.01 between the two methods). Linear binning
systematically underperformed in comparison with a difference ≥ 0.1 for all
metrics when compared to either logarithmic or equal-frequency binning methods. Waste category 04 had insufficient occurrences for cross-validation (eight
in total) in the permit dataset and is not displayed in the performance results
for that reason. We present also the prediction output both datasets (Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8) to illustrate the differences between waste category score distributions.
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Table 3. Average precision per class model with regards to dataset. Overall mean and
standard deviation values of average precision across all waste categories are 0.895 and
0.135, and 0.679 and 0.207, for transport and permit datasets, respectively.

Table 4. Area under the ROC curve per class model with regards to dataset. Overall
mean and standard deviation values of ROC AUC across all waste categories are 0.996
and 0.003, and 0.952 and 0.021, for transport and permit datasets, respectively.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Our main goal in this work was to devise an automated detection system for
mislabels in waste data. For that purpose, we presented a supervised waste category model where mislabels are considered as lowest scoring entries within a
waste category in relation to all others. We proposed also to use three aggregation strategies for (numerical) tonnage values of the individual transport for a
waste permit and assess their applicability. Considering the different aggregation
strategies we followed and their subsequent evaluation, we were able to assess
that for our data a linear-based approach was not appropriate. Additionally, we
may conclude that logarithmic and equal-frequency binnings strategies provide
equally viable options for aggregation.
The discrepancy between ROC AUC and average precision values visible in
cases like category 01 is due to low instance frequency with respect to other
classes (class imbalance) as stipulated previously within this work. Regarding
highest performance categories, in particular class 03, an initial assessment of
its lowest transport dataset data point revealed an input error within Tonnage.
Concretely, its presented value for that variable was off by three orders of magnitude when compared to other transport rows pertaining to the same permit
identifier. This is likely because during data insertion a comma was mistaken for
a dot.
Having domain experts investigate all waste transportation events is impossible: the number of notifications generated per unit of time is too large given
the amount of time and human resources available. We must cooperate with
domain experts to check whether the anomalies predicted by our model are in-
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deed associated to non-compliant transportation events. However, we do pave
the way for further data-driven approaches to be developed and applied within
this particular domain. This will enable us to improve their work methodology
and efficiency in a foreseeable future, while improving on our own approach with
domain expert feedback. To follow in this direction, for example, a real-time
system could be developed to assist governmental agencies in visualizing and
detecting outliers.
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Fig. 7. Classifier output on permit dataset. Each row represents the classifier output
for each waste category. Waste categories are represented by their respective code.
Gaussian noise was added to the vertical axis for display purposes. The horizontal axis
represents the output score probabilities and has been scaled so that the minimum
value of each output is leftmost and the maximum to the far right.
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Fig. 8. Classifier output on transport dataset. Each row represents the classifier output
for each waste category. Waste categories are represented by their respective code.
Gaussian noise was added to the vertical axis for display purposes. The horizontal axis
represents the output score probabilities and has been scaled so that the minimum
value of each output is leftmost and the maximum to the far right.

